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Will Cyprus collapse?

From the Managing
Director’s desk:
Will Cyprus collapse?
Our leading article sheds light
on the international situation
which has developed around
Cyprus from a slightly different
perspective.

Jurisdiction spotlight:
Panamanian Foundation
We introduce the most important features of the private asset protection foundation which
can be registered in Panama.

Short news and ideas:
USA: 104 million dollar
reward for the UBS whistleblower
The US tax authority (IRS) paid
a reward of 104 million dollars
to the banker who provided
information on the UBS bank’s
American clients.
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The recession has forced down
the price of new, seafront property in Cyprus, meaning that it is
now worth considering the possibility of investing in real estate.

LAVECO life:
New members of staff in our
office in Cyprus
In August 2 new members
of staff joined the team in
LAVECO’s office in Cyprus.

New LAVECO website
Over the past year we have
been continuously updating the
LAVECO website, which is now
available in new languages.
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Interesting:
Real Estate in Cyprus
Now is the Time to Buy!
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and, to a certain extent, culture,

The Hellenic Bank has added
additional services to its portfolio, and can now offer its clients
multi-currency accounts as well
as rouble transfers at discounted rates.
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Panamanian Foundation
The
Panamanian
law on
foundations

Although Panama already had a modern trust law, Act No.25
on Private Foundations (the Act), passed by parliament on June
12th 1995, provided Panama with a civil law alternative to the
trust.

What is a
foundation?

According to Panamanian law, a Foundation is a capital endowment made by one or several individuals or corporations,
called Founder(s), for a specified purpose.
The governing body of the foundation is the Foundation
Council, whose task is to implement the founder’s intentions
and the objectives of the foundation, for the benefit of one or
several individuals or corporations, known as the beneficiaries.
Once it has been registered in Panama’s Foundations Register,
the foundation acquires legal entity. Registration takes place
by filing the Foundation Charter. A Panamanian foundation
may be formed either inter vivos (revocable) or mortis causa
(irrevocable).

Foundation
purposes

In accordance with the Act the purpose of a foundation must
be non-commercial and non-profit. A foundation may not operate as a company, although it may own shares in other companies or invest in financial instruments, provided that any income generated be used exclusively for the specific purpose
of the foundation.

Beneficiaries

The beneficiaries can be physical persons of any age and/
or legal entities of any nationality. They are not the owners
of the foundation, nor are they creditors. New beneficiaries can be appointed at any time after the registration of the
foundation. The rights of the beneficiaries are set down in the
Foundation Charter or the By-Laws, or by resolutions passed by
the Foundation Council.

Taxation and
inheritance
duties

Tax law in Panama is based on territorial taxation, meaning that
foreign-sourced income of individuals and corporations is free
of tax and freely transferable. In addition, Panama has not entered into agreements on juridical assistance on tax matters with
any other countries. There is no inheritance tax in Panama, so
companies or foundations inheriting assets can do so tax-free.

No enforced
inheritance
rights

Panamanian law does not recognise enforced inheritance,
and foreign judgements on such matters can not be applied.
However, it is still not advisable for the assets of a Panamanian
foundation to be held in a country where forced inheritance
does exist, as this may lead to complications and conflicts.

What are
Panamanian
foundations
usually used
for?

The Panamanian Foundation is an ideal vehicle for the noncommercial holding and administration of assets and for estate
planning. The foundation provides suitable protection and ensures succession in an advantageous tax environment. The flexibility allows for changes in the beneficiaries, amounts of foundation funds and rights of beneficiaries.
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USA: 104 million dollar reward for the UBS whistle-blower

Real Estate in Cyprus
Now is the Time to Buy!

The US tax authority (IRS) paid a reward of 104 million dollars to Bradley Birkenfeld, the banker who provided
information on the UBS bank’s American clients. Birkenfeld provided the American authorities with internal
banking information which would have been impossible to discover from outside. Following the
“whistle-blower’s” actions, UBS paid the USA a fine of 780 million dollars. He revealed the foreign banking relations and details of bank accounts opened in offshore jurisdictions of 35 000
American taxpayers. As a result so far the USA has collected 5 billion dollars in additional taxes.
The Americans put considerable pressure on the Swiss government, and consequently the Swiss
handed over the details of a further 4 900 American taxpayers. The two countries are also renegotiating the terms of their existing agreement for the avoidance of double taxation.

For people of many different nationalities Cyprus has be-

Changes in the

come not only another island in the Mediterranean, or an-

Hellenic Bank’s

ond home – literally. Huge numbers of foreigners are buying

services

Is there really 21 trillion dollars
deposited in offshore accounts?
Hungary: opening
of a safe by the tax
authorities

The Hellenic Bank’s internet banking system already offered excellent possibilities for

In July 2012 Tax Justice Network (www.taxjustice.net), a portal ad-

the performance of everyday transactions.

vocating the fight against corruption and tax evasion, published a

The fast, secure and easy to use e-banking

report on the amount of money deposited offshore in tax havens.

NAV, the Hungarian tax authority, recent-

The report (The Price of Offshore Revisited),

system was available 24 hours a day in 3

ly carried out an almost unheard of proce-

written by James Henry, alleges that even

languages, Greek, English and Russian. The

modest estimations at the amount depos-

bank’s latest product is a multi-currency

dure against a Hungarian pensioner, who
was a member and the managing director
of several companies. During the period un-

ited in the various “secret tax havens” put

der investigation, the individual purchased

the figure at around 21 trillion dollars. At

real estate and a car. He renovated the

the same time, a former chief economist of

property and also took out a high value life
insurance policy. When the tax authority ini-

account which offers the possibility for the
simultaneous management of an account
in two or more currencies, while also show-

the McKinsey company says that the figure

tiated an investigation into his finances and

could be as high as 32 trillion dollars. The

ing the combined amount actually in the

the fact that he had made loans of more

author also raises the point that this amount, and the majority of

account. Also new to the Hellenic Bank sys-

wealth, can be linked to the world elite, which comprises less than

tem is the possibility to make payments in

than 150 million forints (700 000 US dollars)
to his companies, he was unable to prove
the source of the funds. The taxman also

1% of the population. And it is primarily large countries like the USA

requested information from the banks con-

and China who lose out as a result.

cerning the man’s accounts. Based on the
report from one of the banks, they found a

roubles, which was introduced on August
1st 2012. Very few banks within the EU are

The report also gives a country by country breakdown of who has

safe rented in the man’s name, in which they

how much hidden in the “secret tax havens.” This list caused quite

able to offer such competitive services and

found 400 000 euros and 20 000 000 forints in

a stir internationally as no exact sources are given for the figures

at such competitive rates. The charge for a

cash, which cover the 100 000 000 forints in

quoted, and, for example, in the case of Hungary, it is claimed that

wire transfer is a fixed 600 roubles + handling

missing

taxes

and a signifi-

242 billion dollars have been transferred over the last 22 years, while

cant part of

the amounts deposited in offshore accounts by the likes of Poland,

the 70 000 000

Ukraine and even Kazakhstan are lower. The report also fails to men-

forint fine.
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fees. There is a 0.05% supplement for same
day transfers, with a minimum fee of 600 roubles and a maximum of 2000 roubles.

tion the fact that even in these “secret tax havens” it has been com-

other in the long list of holiday destinations, but also a secreal estate on the island, some to use as their permanent
residence, and others to have a holiday home in Cyprus.
It’s not worth spending precious time explaining how
good the island’s climate and ecology are – you can find
that information in all the tourist brochures and on every
website. We simply say that it is sunny and warm all year
round!
We would, however, like to share some interesting facts
about real estate in Cyprus with you, so you can see just
how special it is:
-

Real estate prices are much lower than in other

popular seaside resorts, though as investments they
grow steadily,
-

Real estate maintenance costs are relatively low,

-

Houses and apartments in Cyprus can be rented

out very easily, so when you are not using your holiday
home, it can earn you money,
-

Thanks to the British common law legal system and

strong legislation regulating ownership rights, people
purchasing real estate in Cyprus are much better protected than in the majority of European countries,
-

Owning real estate in Cyprus enables the purchaser

to obtain a temporary or permanent residency permit,
-

English is an official language in Cyprus, togeth-

er with Greek, which is very convenient for foreign
investors.
For

more

detailed

information
ing

about
real

purchasestate

in

Cyprus, please visit
w w w. m a pt i ka . co m
and ask for Anton
Kolesnikov, Managing

pulsory since the early 2000s to reveal the identity of the true benefi-

Director.

ciaries when opening a new bank account, so it is no longer possible
to guarantee secrecy anywhere.
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LAVECO life

New members of
staff in our office in
Cyprus
In August two new members of staff
joined the team in LAVECO’s office
in Cyprus. Elizabeth Nicolaou will be
joining the administration team while
Chryso Saouri will be working with the
accounting

and

department.

fiduciary

Their

services

enthusiasm

and

youthful energy will further strengthen
the services of LAVECO Ltd. in Cyprus.

New LAVECO website
The

central

LAVECO

Ltd.

website,

www.laveco.com is constantly being updated. It
is almost a year now since totally new English and
Hungarian versions appeared. From now, the Russian,
Romanian and Bulgarian versions are also available
in the new format. It is well worth returning to our
web pages on a regular basis, as this is the most
efficient way for our clients to keep up to date with
any changes, as well as special offers and discounts
offered by LAVECO Ltd.
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United Kingdom
LAVECO Ltd.

Hungary
LAVECO KFT.

Cyprus
LAVECO LIMITED

3rd Floor, Blackwell House,

33/a Raday street,

Despina Sofia Complex

Guildhall Yard, London

1092 Budapest,

Ap. 202, United Nations 8

EC2V 5AE United Kingdom

Hungary

Drosia 6042, Larnaca, Cyprus

Tel.: +44-207-556-0900

Tel.: +36-1-456-72-00

Tel.: +357-24-636-919

Fax: +44-207-556-0910

Fax: +36-1-456-72-01

Fax: +357-24-636-920

E-mail: london@laveco.com

E-mail: hungary@laveco.com

E-mail: cyprus@laveco.com

Romania
LAVECO-optitax
consult S.R.L.
59 Buzesti Str., A5 Block
1st Scale, 1st Floor, 62nd Flat,
1st District, Bucharest, Romania
Tel.: +40-21-311-61-76
Mob: +40-747-595-132
Fax: +40-21-311-61-82
E-mail: office@optitax.ro

Bulgaria
LAVECO eoOD

SEYCHELLEs
LAVECO Ltd.

Porto Lagos No.1,Ent.2,Floor 5,

Suite 2, Oliver Maradan Bld.

Ap.42, 1463 Sofia, Bulgaria

Oliver Maradan Street,Victoria

Tel.: +359-2-953-2989

Mahé, Seychelle-szigetek

Mob: +359-888-126-013

Tel.: +248-4-322-261

Fax: +359-2-953-3502

Fax: +248-4-324-932

E-mail: bulgaria@laveco.com

E-mail: seychelles@laveco.com

www.laveco.com

